Choose A Containment Unit

Ceiling Access

Anteroom

Infrequent Use

Regular, Repeated Use

Heavy Duty Use

Ceilings up to 10'

Ceilings up to 8'

Ceilings up to 11'

TopSider (10')
- Low cost vinyl enclosure
- Reaches 10' ceilings
- For overhead and wall use

Advanced (10')
- Next generation ultra durable fabric enclosure
- Reaches 10' ceilings
- For overhead, wall and anteroom use*

Advanced (8')
- Next generation ultra durable fabric enclosure
- Reaches 8' ceilings
- For overhead, wall and anteroom use

HardPanel (11')
- High strength aluminum components
- Reaches 11' ceilings
- For overhead use

*When using the 10' Advanced unit as an anteroom, ceiling height should be over 10 ft in order to fully extend the enclosure.